
Inferential Statistics
homework 1

Due 15 November 2013

You will submit two files: one PDF file including all plots and interpretations and one SPSS
Syntax file (.sps) with all SPSS commands. Please send both files to jos.elkink@ucd.ie.

(10%) of the grade is used for an overall evaluation of the presentation of your work (the
PDF file) and (5%) of the grade for the evaluation of the clarity / presentation of your SPSS
Syntax file.

For all tests in this homework, explicitly state the null hypothesis and the alternative hypoth-
esis. Points will be deducted each time these are omitted. For independent sample t-tests, never
assume equal variances. To be conservative in our tests, we will only perform two-tailed t-tests,
but do formulate the alternative hypothesis as being directional where appropriate.

Data

Questions 2–4 are based on the 2012 edition of the European Social Survey,1 which can be found
in ESS6e01.sav.

Questions

1. In a survey there are 224 respondents from Ireland.2 For the question “Is Ireland made a
worse or a better place to live by people coming to live here from other countries?” with
an answering scale from 0 (“worse place to live”) to 10 (“better place to live”), which we
will call variable x, the mean score in Ireland is 5.40 and the variance is 7.08. We will
assume that the mean and variance are known, so that we can use the z- rather than the
t-distribution. Calculate manually (no SPSS), clearly presenting the calculation steps:3

(a) (5%) The standard error of x̄, σx̄.

1http://www.europeansocialsurvey.org/
2This is based on a random subsample of the ESS data, but simply assume this is a different survey for the

sake of argument.
3In Microsoft Word, you might want to make use of the Equation Editor, which can be found in the Insert

menu. Alternatively, you can use clear handwriting and scan the page.
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(b) (5%) The margin of error (using zc = 1.96).

(c) (5%) The 95% confidence interval (using zc = 1.96).

2. Perform (using SPSS) and interpret the appropriate t-tests for the following statements,
reporting the t- and p-values. Note that the country variable is cntry.

(a) (7%) The Irish are more positive about the contribution immigrants make to the
country (imwbcnt) than the Portuguese.

(b) (7%) The unemployment rate (uempla) is higher in Portugal than in Ireland.

3. Based on the survey question “Now thinking about the [Irish/Portuguese] government,
how satisfied are you with the way it is doing its job?” using a scale from 0 (“extremely
dissatisfied”) to 10 (“extremely satisfied”).

(a) (7%) Perform a t-test that the Irish are more satisfied (stfgov) than the Portuguese.

(b) (7%) Compute (using either COMPUTE or RECODE in SPSS) a new variable with only
two categories, stfgov ≥ 5 and stfgov < 5.

(c) (7%) Produce a cross-table of country by the new satisfaction variable. Make sure
percentages are in the correct direction.

(d) (7%) Perform and interpret a χ2-test based on this cross-table, reporting the χ2 value
and the p-value.

4. Now select only the Irish respondents (code is provided below). Perform (using SPSS) and
interpret the appropriate t-tests for the following statements, reporting the t- and p-values.

(a) (7%) More than 70% of those eligible to vote, voted in the last elections. (Note
that you will need to classify “Not eligible to vote” as missing first – code is provided
to compute voted, which is recoded version of vote that is more suitable for this
question.)

(b) (7%) Among those eligible to vote, voters have more trust in parliament (trstprl)
than non-voters (voted).

(c) (7%) On average, Irish have more than 14 years of formal education (eduyrs).

(d) (7%) Younger people (agea≤ 45) feel less that they are treated with respect (trtrsp)
than older people.
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Syntax template

The following can be used as a template to start your syntax file in SPSS – note that it shows how,
after a transformation, one should always produce tables to check whether the transformation
works, but one would not include this in a paper or homework submission:

* Select only the Irish and Portuguese cases.

SELECT IF cntry = "IE" OR cntry = "PT".

* Check whether selection worked properly -- should only see Ireland and Portugal.

FREQUENCIES VARIABLES = cntry.

**** QUESTIONS 2 AND 3 GO HERE.

* Select only the Irish cases.

SELECT IF cntry = "IE".

* Compute dummy variable for vote and produce cross-table to check.

RECODE vote (1 = 1) (2 = 0) (ELSE = SYSMIS) INTO voted.

CROSSTABS voted BY vote.

**** QUESTION 4 GOES HERE.

Grade conversion scheme

Score Grade Score Grade Score Grade Score Grade
97-100% A+ 85-87% B 74-76% C- 54-64% E+
94-96% A 83-84% B- 71-73% D+ 44-53% E
91-93% A- 80-82% C+ 68-70% D 33-43% E-
88-90% B+ 77-79% C 65-67% D- 0-32% F
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